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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

CCHATTANC-OGA. TENNESSEE 37401 

400 Chestnut Street Tower II 

, .~ i ,November 9, 1982 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Region II 
Attn: Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator 
101 Marietta Street, Suite 3100 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303 

Dear Hr. O'Reilly: 

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANrr UNITS 1 AND 2 - NRC-OIE REGION II INSPECTION REPORT 
50-390/82-05, 50-391/82-03 - RESPONSE TO VIOLATIONS 

The subject inspection report cited TVA with one Severity Level IV and one 
Severity Level V Violation in accordance with 10 CFR 2.201. Enclosure 2 
contains our response to those violations. Enclosure 2 also contains 
responses to two item of noncompliance cited in paragraphs 5a and 6 of 
Inspection Report 50-390/82-09, 50-391/82-07. Enclosure 1 addresses TVA's 
programmatic improvements as requested in the subject inspection report 
transmittal letter. The submittal date of this report was discussed with 
Inspectors D. Quick and R. V. Crlenjak on September 8 and October 25, 1982, 
respectively. Additionally, the content of our responses was briefly 
discussed with Inspector Crlenjak on November 8, 1982.  

If you have any questions, please get in touch with R. H. Shell at 
FTS 858-2688.  

To the best of my knowledge, I declare the statements contained herein are 
complete and true.  

Very truly yours, 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

L. Mi. Mills, Manager 
Nuclear Licensring 

Enclosures 
co: Mr. Richard C. DeYoung, Director (Enclosures) 

Office of Inspection and Enforcement 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

830823060/ 830809 
PDR ADOCK 05000390 
0 PDR

An Fqiual Oppoitunity Employer
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This enclosure respoads to the request in the referessed letter that VWA 
infoerm NC Reg ion II 'of the programmatic mprovements ye have instituted 
to achieve prompt identification and correction of deficieacies aad 
determination and remedy of their root causes.' The referesced letter sites 
examples of conditions ooearring between April 1980 ad January 1912 sad 
basically cites WVA for as iadequate Quality Assurance (GA) program in the 
ares of modifying the program to preclude resarreace of deficiescies.  

Since April 1980. TVA has initiated numerous progrmmatic improvements 
directed toward ideatificatios of root causes &ad effective action to 
prevent recurrence. Some of these, initiated in late 1981 or early in 
1982, were either in the process of being implemented or were so sevly 
isplemented that their effects were not fally apparest at the time of the 
January 82-05 exit meetiag. The following is a smmary of Improvements 
implemeated which address 'prompt identification of deficiencies and 
detemiaetion sad remedy of root causes.' As shown below, these 
improvements have bees iaplemented is all phases of TVA's orgasixation from 
the corporate level down to and iacluding the Division of Coastructior 
(CONST) field eouiseeriag groups: 

1. Is September 1982, WVA established a corporate QA organization to 
provide for a consistent Agency-wide QA program. One of the 
responsibilities of the organization will be to evaluate reports 
submitted to NRC on significant oanconfomsneso and NRC fisdiags asad 
verify that corrective actions fad actions to prevect recurrence 
are complete and effective.  

2. In early January 1982, TVA began formualating sad implemeating TVA's 
Office of Eangineering Design and Construction (OEDC) 1982 Action Plan 
for Quality Improvement. The theme of this plan is 'to support the 
Quality Program and to direct action toward 'root cause concerns' such 
as lack of a positive attitude and approach is responding to and 
resolving issues identified by NRC and 1VA QA/QC.' This is a 
multifaceted plan encompassing both design and construction 
organsizations and is designed to address the root causes of 
programmatic deficiencies rather than individually ideatified 
deficiencies.  

TVA's Division of Engineering Design (EN DES) has completed its action 
plan except for the issuance of five action team reports. Part of 
these are related to the EN DES action team recommendations, sad their 
completion is anticipated by the end of 1982. The CONST action plan 
is complete except for four items. which have been resolved except for 
final ansageenat review and approval of recommendations or further 
followup on actions taken previously. OEDC QA action items are 
complete except for issuance of four interdivisional quality assurance 
procedures (ID-GAP) revisions. The total plan is anticipated to be 
complete by the end of 1982.
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pemptsess sod soscy" in ideatIfyisge revolving. and respeediag to 
C14..  

4. In **rty IM8. an Agescy-wide task fetese was feamod to establish Sad 
issue a comes a-list to defise features included within the 4A 
prostam by 0 M. COW. sad IWAIs Division of %select Power INK 
M). Ibis 0-list will be used by sll WTA arpaizatimb to preclude, 
recurring 4.fisieocies snisieg fee. isseeuistmeu identification of 
tsafty-related sstman. structures. sa" gampotm. Also. INA hes, 
fened a task foete to review the 0-list "a. establish toquitomests to 
ausure thet features listed See covered by a progrom cousistest with 
their imps: ease to safety. Theos effects. together with the euistlas 
Coastggrue on eirmenets Manual a -,the Construction Usoeustability 
Progran. "trve asa siuifileast Program tic improemet W plnmte 
is rearm"s to root *@uses identified as h"Ties monm basis.  

S. In late 191 sand early IM8. INA's Nuclear Safety Review Staff 
seadacted two reviews at Watts Bar. ae of these was a brood scope 
review conducted to assess the Progress for asmemet coetrol s of 
quality-ralsted activities sad reviewed functional aerase; the other 
was as ia-dpth review of masgasmet controls e ver specific arms of 
the program. These reviews resulted is 57 findings retated to 
specif ic almost$ sad fcnticual areas of the Provren. hoRaslmtsties 
of tecaesodatious based as these fiadista to either bring the prograw 
iate cnpl iasce or to enhance the prosran coast itutes a waide agoe" 

effort on iVA s part to anplosast programtic haprowenneas to 
preclude def iciescies and streasthes corrective wegkhsuios. am 

respoaded to all 57 fisdiags. sad one folloeru review has resulted is 
tentative closure of 31 fiudists as of Ostober 13. 1901.  

6. WA has continued with a corpreheusive program for idestifyist and 
Goeosaetlag coaditiess adverse to quality both with N3S sad isterual 
audits. Watts Dar sam has about two hundrod (200) 10 GI3 50.55(c) 
iteina is various stages of resolution. Thes" itns involve Mar17y all 
aspects of our Frosrt= &ad *Steil considerable effort is idestifyiss 
root causes &ad actions to proevet recurreace.
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resposes. mad to o1ffeet trasain Or retraining as required to 
ge.ss1ed roeirresc of &dficiamies. The Gal ity Hinssegrs 
Organization Owe primay responsibility to ensur sees" prsgrawatic 
and wri ttom reepose. to &of icieseiss sa" to ensur that the reopen"e 
sakemssmhe* of s wa ylua Pr res gass.  

A.sh a memo of addressing recurring deficienceis is the procedural 
asoa. a Prsaores and Traisiag "it was establishe sand hem. to daet.  
placed all proeduires isa staherd fesuat; reviewed Wi procedures to 
semsawlli requirmetoseae addressed; resewod 41A activities from Dow
GA procedurs sad pissed than is GA procedures; soeprated quality 
esotaro1 activities frnw osmgiearuia activities; end cominrd 
fragemeetd, iaettutim into esatrel ixed procedures. Wei has 
"teslted is the refoweettiag. restracturtsg. or rewisies of ewer, ISO 

erssr. Saim early 191.  

WAs he nhanced orientation sad traimsea program hem been laplnesited st 
the esmstuutiýs site. Owe @lnwest of this program is to sasue that 
enplaqeas &to mass of the rCqrM~sats to promptly identify and 
decust or report anW suspected conditiose adverse to quality. All 
ampleyseas are trained is this requirement, sad this policy' is sufsrced 
by the project conduct guidelines which ase preulisi to each esplinyve 
GPeM initial amloymost.  

11. Ase nhanced progrm :.^ control system traasfesr ires CNST to CK FS 
has bees implemnsted "ainc aludes the additional procedural control s 
discussed Is reapos.,. to uiolation 390I1-OS-M. Other *lowest$ of 
this program iselude a startup task feces Mae up of C&repoesatat ives 
ferom me M. r. sad CK 2. "Ad a go sprhsnsive review of all 
transfers mods fres 1930 to 1921. Tits revior is being conducted to 

tesstsa the validity of ms-i..coneatsd, cosafig atiea at the time 
of treaafsr far previous transfers. At present, this program is 
apprormestely 40 perceat complete, with so major discrepancies 
identified to date.  

12. The 40C Project manager far Watts 3ar Nuclear Pleat was waoed is 
September 1951 sad resports directly to the Memager. CEIC. Be has 
overall rssposaibility far ths planning sad direction of the design 
OWd construction of the watts $ar Nuclear Plaint. Generally working 
through the Cusetruetie., Project Nasager &ad the Design Project



Magser of the Watts Bar Nuclear Plnat project. bo assues the overall 
plaiaa, oeraaizit. schebodlias, procurmet. quality control, ead 
eopeditiaf of work to meet desip sad coastroutioe schedales a d 
bdgets. e alss is relpessible for ooordinatio of Wats Bar Nuclear 
Pleat ativities with the Office of Power aad other 17A 
orgsaiatieos.  

13. WA has cemitted to peoror as ladpendent review of Watts Bar 
Nelear Plant. nhe review will be perfoed by Black 8 Veatch sad is 
to be conducted on the auxiliary feestatr (Af) system to provide a 
esmprkeesive assessmet of WA's desig ad construction eativities 
at Watts Bar sad to provide additionul cofideoee to WA m the 
adequacy of the desiga sad coustractio. The review started o 
September 6. 1912. ut is schbedled to be complete a December 6.  
1982. who the final report is issued In perallel to TWA and NRC.  

14. OC has implemented a Tracking sad Reporting of Open Items System 
(13II) to provide an overall standard method in OEDC to sort, select, 
and ideatify the aore important opes items for the parpose of 
iAfomiag upper li.ne ad GA ansagemeat of major problems on opeo 
items. The IROI system will be the overall staadard method used in 
aBC to track and sositor the status of the more important items 
affecting the design sad coustrutioa qality program. The 1301 
System Vill include eacofosmsaces (NCRs) incladina supplier NCRs.  
sadit defiieaoies, uad stop-work orders. Th system will also 
include the followiag: Authotife Nuclear anspector items Special 
Inspection Service (SISs); Nuclear Safety Revie Staff (NSRS) items 
requirig closure; RC violatioss, aresolved items, sad inspector 
follewup items, 10CSO.55(e) reports. 10CR21 reports; sad Cmmitment 
Trackine Resords (CtIs) for licessin| cmmitmets. Conditions adverse 
to quality of less importasce than NCRM (such as Quality Cotrol 
Investigatio Reports (QCIRs)) will not be included in tO1 but will 
be tracked separately by the organizatios reipossible for that type of 
condition adverse to quality.  

The above items are elements of TVA's continually evolving program directed 
at achievina prompt ideatification sad correction of deficiencies and their 
root cases. Thoes program elemets were not implemented in response to 
specific deficieacies but wide-rage or broad-scope root causes. The ites 
eamerated above. plus programmtic improvemeats implemented previously.  
are evidence of WA responsiveness to NRC- and TA-identified programmatic 
deficidecies.
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Violation 50-3182-05-01. 50-391182-03-01 

10CRSO, Appeadizx Criteries IV. as implemeated by the licensee's 
approved QA program, requires the licensee to establish measures to assure 
that signifiesat ciaditioss adverse to quality are promptly identified and 
corrected, the ease of each cemdition is determimad, sad corrective acties 
is taken to preclude repetition.  

Contrary to the above, as of Jasuary 29, 1982, the licensee had sot 
established msesures that assured that certain sigificant conditions 
adverse to quality were either promptly identified sad corrected, the cause 
of the condition determined, or that action was takes to preclude 
repetition. Those conditions were idestified by the licensee or by an NIC 
inspector between April 1980 sad January 1982. Those identified by an NRC 
inspector were brought to the licensee's attention at the tie of 
disclosure, a t the conclusion of the inspection and in the relevant 
Inspection Report.  

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement II).  

The description of violation is contained in Appendix A sad under Details 
in fnasection Reports 390/82-05, 391/82-03, and 390/82-09, 391/82-07. The 
description references previous inspection reports (81-05. 80-21, 80-13, 
11-11, 81-14, 81-02). the HVAC Contirmation of Action Letter, plus various 
items including construction specifications, site audits, 50.55(e) items, 

and field instructions. When reviewed in depth, the report references 
events occurring from 1977 to January 1982.  

AMission ot Denial of Alleed Violatioa 

TVA has reviewed the amerous elements of this violation and concludes that 
come are related to previous deficiencies as stipulated in ouar detailed 
responses. TVA admits that tho events cited in the report occurred but 
does not agree that all were directly caused by any failures to take prompt 
corrective seasures. In some cases, hindsight indicates that more 
stringent corrective measures were in order, but corrective measures, 
including amtion to preclude repetition, were promptly implemeated. * 

Actions Takea to Prevent Recurrence 

The overall actions taken to prevent recurrence are the programmatic 
improvements recently implemented and detailed Ibrewith. Responses to 
specific details of the cited violation are giver below each item which 
follows.



Date Whes Fpll Comliasee Will Be Achieved

TVA believes that the present QA program for Watts Bar is in full 
compliance with regard to measures for promptly identifying and correcting 
deficiencies, ideatifyinl their auses, and implementing action to prevent 
repetition.  

Disussioa of Individual Coaditios 

Ihe conditions are as follows: 

1. Conditions disclosed in laspection Report Nos. 50-390/1-O5 sad 
391/81-05, dated April 29, 1981.  

(a) Failure to properly identify oaoonformance with design drawings 
sad construction specifications regarding: (1) pipina separation 
of process and effluent radiation nonitor, (2) safety 
classification, aad (3) housskeeping and mainteaaace control.  

NOTE: This condition was identified darias the exit seeting 
on January 28, 1982, sad not lasIection Reaort 81-05 as 
stated. Also this item is not related to matters discussed 
in TVA's response to the February 10, 1981, Confirmation of 
Action Letter.  

Advission or Denial of Allsed Violation 

NCR 3866R was initiated on January 5, 1982, before the resident 
inspector's exit meeting identifyina the conflict between Construction 
Specification N3G-881 and the routing sad separation instructions on 
drawing 47W600-0-4, B6. This NCR was referred to EN DES for 
disposition and was dispositioned, with some modifications to the 
recommendd disposition, on March 3, 1982. ECN 3352 was issued 
implementing corrective action on this matter and construction work is 
proceding under work package I090-003.  

Bousekeeping requirements for these monitors are now addressed by 
requiring that the monitors be covered except when installation and 
testing are in progress and by removing dust sad debris acconlated 
during construction activities before transfer. The clogged liin 
referenced in the report apparently occurred because water 
inadvertently entered the monitor pap daring flushing operations, 
causing the pmp internals to rust. Normal flushing procedures involve 
'valving-oat' the monitor and flushing the lines only. angineering 
personnel have been instracted to be particularly careful in future 
flushes to preclude recurrence of this condition (flushing was not 
definitely identified as the cause of this condition), 

Based on TVA's prompt identification before the exit seeting and 
implementation of corrective messures and the fact that this condition 
did not occur due to failure to take appropriate corrective measures as 
committed to in response to Inspection Report 390/81-05, this element 
of the violation is denied.



(b) Deletion of the final GA iaspe«tion of themal overload bypass 
ciresitry for motor-operated valves due to this circuitry sot 
beaing included within the scope of Coastructioa Specification N3G
881.  

MOTE: This condition was identified darina the oeit o**tiag 
eo January 28, 1982. ad seot nasnetios Resort 81-05 as 
itated. Also this item is not related to matters discussed 
is TVA's response to the February 10, 1981, Cofirmation of 
Action Letter.  

Adeissios or Desial of Alleged Violation 

This condition was identified in eoasection with reportable NCRs V-80-P 

sad W-81-P initiated on January 18, 1982. The reportability of these 
NMXs was based on 'Test signed off with work not performed,' and not on 
the safety classification of the themal overload bypass circuits. The 

system engineer in this case inappropriately signed the transfer 
because the activity had bees deleted from the QA progres rather than 
because the docunentation was complete as is required for QA features.  

In response to the item cited is (b) above, wiring associated with 
these circuits is soassparated; therefore, it does not meet the 

criteria gives is project Construction Specification N3G-S81 for safety
related electrical wiring. However, Division of Nuclear Power's 
Operational Quality Assurasce Manual (OWAM), Appeadiz A, part 3, 
defines these circuits as being safety-related. TVA is investigating 
the apparent discrepancy bet*een Constrsction Specification N36-881 aad 
the NUC PR O00A. The prelianiary results of IVA's investigation 
iadicate that the group monitor lights provide a 'quick referesce' in 
checking valve aligpmeat but are not the primary sesas of position 
iadication. Each valve is provided with a Class IE indicator which is 
adjacent to the controlling handswitch for the individual valve. The 
circuits associated with the themal overload bypass circuitry are for 
purposes of asmusciating status of the bypass and not part of the 

bypass circuit.  

Based on the fact that the feature was sot defined as within the QA 
program, TVA denies that deletion of this inspection is a valid element 
of the cited violation. However, TVA has recognized aad does recognize 
that detailed and accurate transfer documentation and a consistent, 
agency-wide listing of features which ars within th9 scope cf the QA 
program are necessary elements of the prograp. Programmatic 
improvements implemented sad in progress to enhance the trsasfer 
process and to establish a common Q-List are discussed in the overall 
restroas to Inspection Report 50-390/82-05, 50-391/82-03.



(e) Deletion of design and constrtties QA desin controls over safety
related MVAC balacing dampers which resulted is procurement and 
installation of dampers that failed to perform their inteaded 
fanctions.  

Admission or Denial of Alleoed Violatios 

VTA admits this elemet of the violation occurred as stated.  

Reasons for Violatios 

Watts Bar Design Criteria WB-DC-40-36.1 was changed by design iap-t 
memorandu (DIN) EI-WB-DC-40-36.1 to allow procurement of safety
related BVAC balancing dampers without vendor seismic ad quality 
assurance requirements because ND DES reclassified the dampers to 
Limited QA and seismic with qualification to be handled internally in 
W DES. The design engineer erroneously interpreted this change in 
classification as deleting construction QA progra requirements for the 
subject BVAC components.  

Corrective Action Takes and lesults Achieved 

Construction Engineering initiated NCR 3884R which described the 
deficiencies of the subject components and requested EN DES approval 
for replacement with a coastruation-fabricated balancing damper. The 
design of the balsace damper was issued by N DBS following seismic 
analysis and approved for ase since it is fabricated under the existing 
construction QA program control procedure and met the conditions for 
integrity sad maintenance of the preset balance position required by 
DIN EI-B-DC-40-36.1. All deficient dampers either have been or will 
be replaced before preoperational testina of the BVAC system.  

In addition, NCR VBNWSP8217 was initiated by N DES to report that the 
PSAR and construction specification N3G-881 did not reflect the 
exceptions allowed by DIN EI-B-DC-40-36.1. IN DES will revise PFSA 
Table 3.2-2A to reflect the limited seismic requireents for these 
components. This revision will be included in Amendment 48 of the PSAh 
(presently scheduled for January-February 1983). Construction 
Specification N3G-881 does not require a revision.  

This NCR also reports deficiencies by EN DBS in providing Construction 
Eagineerian with adequate instructions to ensure that the reasining 
grilles, terminals, and manual dampers meet the conditions for 
integrity and maintenance of preset balance position requirod by the 
DIN.  

IN DBS has analyzed the reaaining components and has provided 
instructions/drawings to Construction BEniaeering which will enable 
them to meet the required conditions of integrity and maintenance of 
the preset balance position for these components.



Ations Taken to Prevew t Recrrenee

Construction Specifisation N-914 was issued April 28, 1982. This 
deumast ideatifies all WAC systems under the "Q progran and provides 
speific aooeptasne criteria for each system eomponent. Hl DES is also 
is the prooess of eompiling the Watts Bar Quality Assuraneo List 
(Q-list). Who the list is issued (December 31, 1982), it will 
supersede Constretioa Specificatiomn NG-81 as the governing docment 
for identification of strutures, systems, and components in the QA 
progrm. Use of these docments by N DBS and Coustreution BaiaNeoring 
personnel will prevent deficiencies similar to what is described in the 
subject report.  

Date Whe PFull Comsliasnce ill Be Achieved 

IfA e*pects to complete all comitents for fall compliance on this 
elesnt of the violation by February 28. 193.  

() Failure to provide adequate QA progrm controls over brazing 
operations for heating, ventilating, and air-conzitioning piping.  
This resulted in deficiencies in the brazing procedures and the 
procarebent, receipt, aad issue of brazing filler material.  

NOTS: This ite is related to the February 10. 1981, Confirmation 
of Action Letter.  

Admission or Denial of Alleend Violation 

This olement of violation 82-05-01 cites TVA internal audit VB-1-82-01 
as evidence of failure to apply corrective actions as stated in IVA's 
January 21, 1982. final report on the MVAC Confimation of Action 
Letar. Specifically, the final report states, 'The results of this 
evaluation demonstrated that an adequate O program was in place and 
being effectively implemated to control all further activities on MAC 
systems.' Site Audit WB-W-82-01. conducted from January 20, 1982, 
through January 29, 19?., initially and at the time of the 82-05 zeit 
*meting (January 28, 1982) documented a deficieny similar to that 
cited is paragraph (d) above. Bowever, in responding to this 
deficieeny, site enineering personael demonstrated that brazing 
material was procured, reeived, and issued nader QA controls and that 
the welder performing the brazing was certified to perform the 
activity. This deficiency, originally classified as significant, was 
investigated by TVA for reportability ander 50.55(e) and evaluated as 
'nonreportable' because qualifying documents eist for the brazer aad 
certifioates of compliance zeist for the brazing filler material.  

Corrective sation of revising QCI-4.01, 'Storage. Issue. and Control of 
Welding Materials', to include brazing and soldering materials was 
implemented and this deficiency was closed on March 2. 1982. Based 
upon the resolution of asit WB-W-82-01 as opposed to the initial 
fiading, TVA does not agrie that this deficiency consitntes an exmple 
of signifieant conditions adverse to quality which were not promptly 
identified or corrected.



(n) failure to provide GA program controls over the safety-related main 
feedwater flow witehas (Item A) and stem geserator pressure 
trsamitters (Item I) whieh provide signals to the reactor 
protection system, to ensure their protection against adverse 
enviremnmtal temperatures.  

AA-issieos o Denial of the Allesed Violatio

IVA denies Item A sad admits Item B of the violation occurred as 
stated.  

main Feedvater Flow Switches - Item 

VA admits that the freeze protection for the msia feedwater flow 
sensina lines is not under the QA program. lowever, 1VA does sot 
eonsider this a violation of NRC requirements. The freeze protection 
for these liss performs so primary or secondary safety fuction. The 
main feedeater flow switches provide input to a redandaut reactor trip 
(feedwater/stsem flow msimatch coincidest with a low steom generator 
level) which is not assumed in say of the transient sad accident 
analyses.  

Additionally, adequate methods are in place that ensure that the 
operators are aware of potential freezina in the seasing lines. These 
methods inelude: 

1. Technical Specification 4.3.1.1 requires a channel check be 
performed at least osee every twelve hours is modes 1 and 2. We 
believe this will indicate say freezing of the sensins limes. If 
freezing occurs, the chanel- is detemined inoperable. Per 
specifiaestion 3.1.1, with the operable channels one less than 
required, the inoperable channel is placed in the trip condition 
within one hour. Therefore, the protective fuectios is carried 
out.  

2. Nalfuctions in the heat tracing system will initiate as alarm in 
the main control room. Present operating ;rocedures require that 
this condition be investigated and appropriato actions be taken to 
restore the heat tracing. This also alert-, the operators of the 
iacreased potential for freezing .f %Se sensing lines.  

It should be noted that TVA had previously evaluated placing freeze 
protection for this system emder the QA program (sid-1978). Bowever.  
it did not meet the requirements necessary to be included in TVA's QA 
program.  

leason for Violation - Item B 

TVA had not properly evaluated the impact of fresh air flow from the 
north valve room intake eact as it passed over these transmitter 
iastrumeat lines during times that would cause freezing sad had not 
evaluated the adverse affects of estreme low temperatures when the 
plant was in a sonoperatiag coadition.



Correetive Action Takes ad esults Achieved - Item

WA is initiatint amn eaninoring change notie (BCN No. 3182) to 
relocate eaters and add dut diverters in the north valve ron. This 
will icrease the noral room temperature ad will divert fresh air is 
a directio that will sot adversely affet the iastraet line for the 
stem generstor pressure trasn mitters.  

Aetions. Take to Prevent oRecureace - Item 3 

TA is developiag a procedure for freeze protectiao requiremets for 
all safety-related systems. This procedure will require a review of 
the prneset freeze protection requirement of each safty-related 
system considering items such as loas-tem loss of offsite power ad 
failure of soaqualified heating sad vetilation equipmet.  

The desig review to be coadstted will require that say additionat 
safety-related equipmet subjected to adverse esviromental conditious 
be appropriately aonconfomed sad corrected to preclude future 
probl es.  

Dante Wh PFall Comliasce Will be Achieved - Item 

All design ad coastructios for BC3 3182 relocating hcaters ad adding 
duct diverters will be complete by Nay 1, 1913.  

Developmeat of the procedure for freeze protection requirments for 
safety-related systems will Eb complete a or by November 15, 1982.  
The review of the proeset freeze protection will be complete by 
November 30, 1982. All modifications and additions to existing systems 
will be complete by April 15, 1983.  

2. Conditions disclosed in Inspection Report 50-390180-21, dated 
Aagust 18, 1980.  

(a) The committed procedures for establishing puech lists of systm 
status (WPI-611) did not contian adequate requirements is that the 
established pach list for a portion of the essetial control air 

ystem (32-1) did not eccurstely ideatify over 200 inacoplete work 
sad doomentation items.  

(b) The controlling procedure for tetablishing these peach lists (BFI
0-11) was not a QA program procedure as required, nor did it 
provide adequate instructions for doeaoeting system construction 
status.  

Admission or Denial of Alleted Violation 

WA concurs that this xample is a similar instance to the violation 
docmented in Inspection Report 390/80-21.



base for Violation 

The resso for this eolon t of the violation is failure to implement 
adequate t tio to prevent recurrteeo is respoese to Intraction 50

90/I8/21-01. The root case of this violation lies is TWA's belief 

that ortain prerequisite activities peformed in preparation for 
system transfers were ot withis the scope of the QA proglra. WA 
relied upon elemsts of the GA program such as as-eostructed drawings, 

aeo*stability progrms, fonctional testing, outstsading work item 
lists and the preoperation test progrm to ensure the couplete asd 
accurate configuration of features and doenntation of status. The 

pretrassfer 'puch list' was coasidered an administrative mechkanim 
used to direct craft priorites in support of activities restraining 
system transfer. The ft tt tt this proStrm was 'administrative 
rather than 'A' resulted in personel neglecting to perfor a detailed 

valkdown before transfer.  

Corrective. Action Takesn ad lslts Achieved 

e instruction for establishing peuek list status (BFl-G11) was 

incorporated into Watts Bar Quality Control lnstruction QCI-1.22, 
Transfer of Pemanent Features to the Division of Nuclear Power, on 

April 12, 1982. This placed the 'punch list' uder formal QA controls 

sad removed any 'administrative connotations' from this activity. A 
review of transfers effected between December 17, 1980, uad April 12, 
1982, has boee initiated to ensure that the status of features was 

asecrately recorded before transfer. This review will be completed 
before March 1983.  

Actions Taken to Provent Recurrence 

UPI-G-11 was isoorporated into quality control instruction (QC) 1.22 
in April 1982. QCI-1.22 was revised again on August 9, 1982, to 
clarify the requirements for docuentian outstanding work at the time 
of transfer. These revisions sad the associated training perfoaned in 

their impleeontation will preclude future inadequate dooentation of 
systems status at transfer.  

Date Wh. Full Comoliance Will Be Achieved 

The procedre revisions were implemented on the dates stated above aad 

WA is owa in full compliance on action to prevent recurrence.  
All action will be complete by March 1983 whon the review of trastfers 

between December 17, 1980, and April 12, 1982, will be finished.



3. Th liesea failure to apply adequate A program controls over 
hydrostatic testing of safety-related systms a d componnts was 
ideatified in Isapectico Report 390/80-13, Sated iay 29, 1980. The 
licensee failure to take corrective aad preventive action resulted in 
overprossurisation of the anit 1 Volume Coatrol Task derina hydrostatic 
testing on December 22, 1981. The test procedure had not reenived an 
adequate toehical review.  

Admission or Denisl of Alle1od Violation 

Inspection Report 80-13 cited TVA with a four-port infraction related 
to flushing and hydro-static testin,. Part foeu of this infraction 
reads as follows: 

As of April 23, 1980, test procedure WBtP-QP-4.10, Appendix D, 
*ydrostaticlPasenatic Testing of Piping Systems ad Piping Sub
assemblies, did not inolude provisions for assuring the adequte 
establishment of prerequisite overpressure protection. Step 6.1.4.5 
required the consideration of precautiona to prevent overpressurisa
tion and detailed a sitable method which mployed a relief valve.  

lowever, licensee personnel have used other methods of providing 
overpressure protection without those methods being documented or 
required to nset any formal acceptance criteria. Additionally, the 
procedure does not define the tine interval to be recorded in 
Attachment A and engiaeers have made recordings based on varying 
assumptions, which has rendered this information ureliable.  

This infraction clearly addresses the mechanical methods employed to 
ensure overpressure protection in relation to an established test 
parmeter and not to the procedures employed in establishing and 
verifying the parmeters.  

The overpressuriration of the volume control tank occurred not because 
of lack of overpressure protection but because of an error in the data 
used to establish the test parameters. Specifically, the system 
oniasoer misread the tank pressure from the nameplate and this error 
west udetected in the review and approval cycle for the test 
proeedure.  

Accordingly, IVA admits that this inident occurred, but denies that 
this was coased by failure to implement corrective action or action to 
prevent recurrence in response to Inspection Report 80-13.  

Also, this does not represent a failure to identify, correct, or 
implement action to preelude recurrence. This deficiency was promptly 
identified by TVA under NCk 38771, reported to the NRC under 
10CF5O.SS(e) on January 20, 1982. oorrective action, implemented.  
the 'root cause' identified. ad appropriate action to prevent 
recurrance implhsented. The final report was submitted to NRC-OIE 
on August 27. 192.



4. On Septmber 23, 1981, the licenasee completed an evaluation of the 
effect of eorrosio on carbon steel lines in the Esseatial law Cooling 
Water (ECI) system but failed to consider the effects of carbon steel 
line corrosiou In the following EWC components or operations: 

(a) Auxiliary control air comprcssor cooling water 
(b) Scrtee wash flow 
(e) Strainer backflush flow 
(d) Flood mode supply of coaponent cool ing water to safe-shutdown 

equipseat 
(e) ftfluent radiatio moaitor sample line 

lhdissioa of Denial of Allesed Violation 

IVA concurs with the findings cited in this elmont of the violation.  

leasons for Viclation 

Strainer backwabrsh was omitted from requirements for corrosion 
investigation by oversight. For all the other listed components or 
operations, respoasibility for the corrosion evaluation had not been 
clearly assigned.  

Corrective Action Taken and Resulta Achieved 

The specific it-m noted in the violation are addressed separately 
below: 

(a) TVA-supplied piping to the Auxiliary Control Air Compressor had 
already been evaluated; the violation addressed only the failure 
to consider the vendor-supplied piping. The cognizant TVA design 
group has recomeaded replacement of all vendor-supplied piping 
precluding the naeed for additional analysis.  

(b) Corrosion analysis of the screen wash piping has been completed 
and is docmented in calculation amber WB 821622 303.  

(W) Corrosion analysis of the strainer backwash piping has been 
prepared and is in the final states of checking.  

(d) The flood node analysis has not yet been completed. Bowever, 
since the component oooling system is normally filled with 
denineralized water, its piping should be uncorroded vhen the 
flood mode MCI supply is initiated. Also the mUC system flood 
mode demand is much lower than for the LOCA cradition. Therefore, 
flood mode is not expected to be a limiting condition for safe 
operation.  

(e) The cognizant TVA design group has recommended replacement of all 
carbon steel piping and valves associated with radiation 
instruent 1E-90-133 and 13-90-134 with stainless steel, thereby 
precluding the need for additional analysis.



Although 'TVA agrees that the above items shouald have been addressed i.  
the initial corrosion analysis, some are considered likely to 

Jeopardize safe system operatioa in the short tenm and major 
system problems were ideatified previously.  

Corrective Stes Takes to Avoid Further Nonanmliance 

IVA will evaluate its corrosion analyses of safety-related raw water 

systems at its other unclear plants in light of the noted violations.  

Date hean Full Cowmliano 1ill Be Achieved 

All corrosion analyses and n*aeric evaluations will be completed by 
March 15, 1983. All required piping changes will be implemented before 

August 1, 1983.  

S. The licensee corrective action taken with respect to deficiencies 
disclosed is laspection Report Nos. 50-390/81-11, dated June 11, 1981, 
and 50-391/81-14 dated November 5, 1981, relative to QA control of 
flushing of safety-related piping systems and components, was 
inadequate in that (1) Rev. 4 of Construction Specification G-39 
deleted the requirement that flush velocity be at least system design 
flowrat,. and (2) 0-39 did not provide adequate acceptance criteria for 
off-11ne ample apparatus.  

(1) Flushina Velocity 

Admission or Denial of All11ed Violation 

IVA concurs with the finding as cited in this element of the 
violation.  

Reason for Violation 

COOST was having difficulty demonstrating that they were meeting 
velocity requirements and requested relief. The engineer responsible 
for 6-39 felt that the requested change met the intent of ANSI 45.2.1 
and, therefore, erroneously deleted the requirement from the 
specification.  

Corrective Action Taken and Results Achieved 

Shortly after TVA was cited for not having a velocity requirement, a 
proposed revision to 0-39 correcting this condition was prepared and 
has been reviewed by CONST. This revision will be issued by 
December 3, 1982.  

GA zystems are normally flashed with permanent system pumps. We are 
confident that these systems have been flaushed at an adequate 
velocity.



Action Takes to Prvent lecurreac

I DMS sad ONST engineers involved In this concern have been apprised 
of the requrement to have a flashian velocity specified ia 
Coastruction Spocificatiou 0-39.  

Date egm bl1ll Conlisace Will e Acieoved 

TVA will be in full compliasce by December 3, 1982.  

(2) Off Line Samnlo AsarsOts 

Admission or Denial of Allsetd Violatios 

WIA concurs with the findings as cited in this almost of the 
violation.  

Reasos for Violation 

The ned to speoify adequte acceptance criteria in the form of a 
ample flowrate was as oversight.  

Corrective Actio Taken and Results Achigved 

VA perfomed tests at IVA's Singleton Materials Laboratory to qualify 
the off-line ample apperatus. The tests showed that representative 

amples ean be collected. These tests were perfomed Nay 4-15, 1982, 
wIth the ezception that some of the flow rates (shows in Table 1 of NEB 
821012 040) were measured September 14-15, 1982.  

CONST has verified that when side strea samplina is used, the sample 
is drawn at a minimun rate of 15 gal/min. Based on nmasured flow rates 
daring th Slinleoton tests, we are confident that the sample flow rates 
have been adequate.  

Actions Taken to Prevent Recurrence 

0-39 will be revised to specify a minimn sample flowrato of 15 Sal/sin 
based or the Singleton Lab Tests. The revision will be issued by 
December 3, 1982. This reqirament will provide adequate acceptance 
criteria for off-line ample apparatus.  

Date the PFull Comnlianc Viili Be Achieved 

VA will be in fall compliance by December 3, 1982.



blaena to Ptarnrash Sa of I1sawetios ieort 50-390182-09. 391182-07 

The instructions for operating and monitoring the eamergecy diesel 
generators, while operating. wetr provided in SO1 82.2 A throcgh D, 
'l*aling Operation of 1A-A (through 2BB) DO.' 

The followiag defioioenios were identified with the monitoring 
requirements. The procedure did not require modtoriag of the generator 
bearing temperatures. engine ceraakese lube oil level, sad coolant 
e*pansion task level.  

Also, the procedure was deficient in specifying monitoring requirements as 
follows.  

FPel oil day task level was required to be maintained greater tha 250 
gallons per tank. However, no instrument was installed to provide for 
such monitoring and the AOO's had so instructions for asking the 
determination otherwise.  

An engine exhaust temperature limit of 'approximately eqal to' 950°F 
was given. ,ais correspoaded with the normal range provided in the 
vendor mans .. not thel050oF limit provided by vendor letter da.ed 
July 15, 1981.  

An essential raw cooling water (ERCV) system flow rate of 
approximately equal to 1320 SpI to the jacket water heat echanger 
was given as a limit. Bowever, each diesel generatot set has two 
Jacket water heat exchangers, each with independent ERCW flow patas 
and flow rate indication (0-750 spm).  

The failure of this equipment monitorina procedure to provide adequate 
qualitative or quantitative acceptance criteria constitutes a 
violation of 10 CFP 50, Appendix B, Criterion V. This also represents 
a failure to take appropriate corrective action per Criterion IVI to 
prevent further violations similar to those identified in inspection 
report umber 390/81-14. This violation is a further ezample of 
failure to take adequate corrective action to prevent recurrence as 
identified in inspection report number 390/82-05, which has not yet 
been addressed by the licensee.  

Admission or Denial of the Alleaed Violation 

TVA denies that a vsolation occurred as stated. TVA admits to a violation 
of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V in that TVA failed in its equipment 
nonitoring procedure to provide adequate qualitative or quantitative 
acceptance criteria.  

Reasons for Deaial 

1VA admits that we were deficient in fully implmeanting a program in 
accordance with Operations Section Letters (OSLAs) 27 and 28 in that NVA 
did not adequately stress the importance of closely monitoring equilment 
during its operation. Furthermore, TVA admits that findings made in 
conjUaction with the emergency diesel generators' operation evaluation is



isdietive of a failure to fully dissemiuate operational policy to the sait 
operator level is regards to stoppiag the operation of say equipent whose 
operational parameters cannot be verified to be within prescribed 
limitations.  

loever, VA desies this represents a failure to take appropriate 
sorroetive action per Critrion XVI to prevent farther violations saiilar 
to those identified is inspection report No. 390/81-14, the details being 
provided is iaspoetion report os.. 50-390/12-05 sad 50-391/12-07. for 
which -i A is being charged is inspection report Nos. 50-390/U2-05 ad 
50-391/2-03.  

IVA's primsy eoncera is preveating further similar incidents as addressed 
is inspection report 1-14 was to identify the root cause of the breakdown 
in the testing progrnm. Our response to 81-14 indicated this root cause to 
be iaadequate test control and an inadequate and improper test procedure 
review process. For this iastance, the test director relied on an 
operatiag iastruction (01) that contained operating limits which were sot 
applicable to system conditions established for the test. In other words, 
the root cause was lack of positive test ooatrol, an inadequate review, aad 

isapplieation of an O0, not an inadequate 01.  

WVA recognizes the failure at the assistant unit operator (ADO) level to 
monitor sad evaluate operatian porameters to ensure safe operation of 
equipemt sad that such should be performed regardless of the particular 
situation. Bowever, VA also feels adequate action has been takes is 
addressing the basic issues of 81-14.  

Reasons for the Violatiog 

Findings made in coajunction with the emergerny diesel generators' 
operation evaluation is indicative of a fail3re to provide an adequate 
program to ensure qualitative or quatitativc nrccs taLce criteria in 
e*qipmeat operating instructions and lobs.  

Corrective Stens Which Bave Beon Takes and the Results Achieved 

ie 901-82 series has been reviewed and revised to include the parameters 
felt necessary for monitoring the operation of the diesel generators. The 
01I now inoludes generator bearing temperatures, engine crankcase labe oil 

level, coolant expansion task levels, and the proper essential raw cooling 
water flow of 650 Ipm per engine. Vendor inforsaticn was rechecked and 
proper enhaust temperature valaes were placed in the SO. The violation 
details in inspection report No. 50-390/82-09 stated that the feel oil 
voluie in the day taak is required to be 250 gallons and tbat na inatrteant 
was available to determine the volume ad no instructions vere provided for 
the ADO to make the determination in another manaer. WA does not agree 
that this is a valid part of the violation. The level of fuel oil in the 
day task will be determined as part of onr surveillance program. The level 
of oil in the tank when the diesel is rannias is not a critical monitoring 
point. Attomatic fuel oil pmps will provide fuel from the *sen day tanks 
durina diesel operation. In addition, the lack of a level inaicatoi was 
addressed in DCR 335, submitted January 21, 1981, which proviaed for the 
addition of level indicators.



WA haas leared up say misuaderstandings that the A0Os had about which 
doemeats should be used ia monitorian diesel operation. OSLA 27 has been 
revised to inelude the only log informatioa that will be required for 
monitoring the diesels. A00s have been made awar that OSLA 27 and the 
801s coatain the oly information they need to adequately monitor the 
diesel gesnerators.  

.Corgetive Ste-s Which ill be Taken to Avoid Further Violations 

SVA ill .coatinua to stress the.use of SOIs sad operating logs in OSLA 27 
durtin anolieuased operator osaite training recogoniing operating 
instructions sad logs will be revised as necessary to refloct operati.sal 
experienc. Criteria will be established by January 1, 1983 for the 
requiraents to be Included ia operatian logs. SOls and operating logs for 
the system that have been transferred to NUC PR will be reviewed and 
revised as necessary by Narch 1, 1983. SOIs and operating logs for the 
reaaining systems will be reviewed and revised as the systems are 
transferred.  

Date When Full Comoliance Will be Achieved 

Fall saopliance will be achieved 90 days following final transfer of the 
final system from Construction to NUC PR. At this point, all the SOIs and 
operating logs for all systems will have been reviewed.



Violation CIn3•1 -05-04. 5-391182-03-04 

10 CPR 50, App d'!s B, Criterion I, as implemented by the licensee's 
approved A progrea, FSAR Section 1'.1A, reqsires the licensee to 
estab'!ish Pnd delineate in writing the authority sad duties of 
orgeasxations prftrrming activities affecting the safety-related 
functions of btrucures, systems, and components.  

Contrary to the above, as of January 29, 1982, the licensee had not 
established and delineated in writing the authority and duties of those 
organizations responsible for the transfer of: (1) the skid-mounted 
oooling water pipiun of tLh auxiliary control air compressors, and (2) 
various process ar• o*lluent radiation monitors.  

This is a Severity Level V Violation (Supplement II).  

Admission or Denial of Allesed Violation 

TVA admits that the specific examples cited occurred, but does not 
agree that this is a violation relative to assignment of 
responsibilities and daties of personnel. TVA also admits there has 
been a generic problem in this area as defined in the Construction 
1982 Action Plan for Quality Improvement, discussed later in this 
response.  

In alleged violation 390/82-05-04 and 391/82-03-04, the skid mounted 
piping referred to was not part of the transfer boundary, and therefore 
Mechanical Engineering Unit A correctly indicated 'NA' on the transfer 
pnchlist. This 'NA' did not mean denial of responsibility, but only 
that they had no responsibility for the features included in the 
particular transfer boundary. The assignment of work boundaries 
between the Electrical and Instrumentation Engineering Units has been 
established since shortly after the Instrumentation Engineering Unit 
was formed. The units did not deny responsibility for internal wire 
checking and piping/valve inspection of the radiation monitors because 
of lack of assignment but because these items are part of the vendor 
responsibility as discharged through his GA program. The monitors are 
given an overall functional test before transfer. There are no 
preventive maintenance requirements for radiation monitors other than 
protection from damage and general housekeeping. These are general 
requirements not identified by individual feature in the QA program.  

lensonse To Parsarauh 6 of Inssection Report 390/82-09. 391/82-07 

Construction QA Audit WB-0-80-05, deficiency No. 2. identified that 
fifteen features and components listed under 'Miscellaneous Mechanical 
Bquipmeat' within Construction Specification N3G-881 'Identification of 
Structures, Systems, and Components covered by the Watts Bar Nuclear 
Plant Quality Assurance Program' did not have adequate installation and 
inspection quality assurance inspection applied to them by the 
construction engineering organization. The 'Corrective Action Proposed



and Implemented' section of the audit indicated that the HER sump tom 
masay installation and inspection would be docunsnted utilizing the 
requirements of quality control procedure (WC') 2.4, 'Fabrication, 
Erection, and Inspection of Structural and Miscellaneous Steel.' 

However, discussions with supervisors over mechanical snd civil 
features revealed that no specific person(s) wore assigned construction 
engineering responsibility for these manways. The inspector noted that 
the msnways vere not identified on the computer status program which is 
the document used to accurately monitor the status of inspection and 
testing of those identified engineering snd construction features. The 
faiture to clearly establish and delineate the authority and duties of 
persons and organizations performing activities for safety-related 
fuctions of structures, system and components is a violation of 
10CFRSO, Appendix B, Criterion I. As such, this violation is a further 
example of the organizational violation, 390/82-05-02, which has not 
yet been addressed by the licenses.  

Note: The alleged paragraph six violation references violation 390/82
05-02 (typographical error which shouad be 390182-05-04). TVA had not 
received Inspection Report 390/82-05 at the time of receiving 390/82
09, and both violations are for the same alleged problem, failure to 
clearly delineate responsibility. Further, the specific example cited 
in paragraph six resulted from the Civil Engineering Unit supervisor 
giving the wrong answer to the NRC inspector. The supervisor was not 
assigned to the Civil Unit when the mER manway work was perfon * and 
did r-ot personally have knowledge of it. Thore is Civil Unit 
documentation dated as early as 1976 related to these features.  
However, there was a problem with these manways not being listed in the 
Civil Accountability Programs which was cited in Audit WG-6-80-05 
deficiency 2 (item 390/80-12-08) reported to NRC as a 10CFRS0.55(e) 
item, and closed by NRC in Inspection Report 390/82-10 and 391/81-10.  
Therefore, this element of the violation is admitted.  

lesson for Violation 

The root cause was identified as Cause 3 of Root Cause II of the 
Construction 1982 Action Plan for Quality Improvement, quoted as 
follows: 'Definition of responsibilities are unclear, workload is 
excessive, and the involved organizations are reluctant to absorb now 
demands on an overloaded workforce.' 

Corrective Action Taken and Results Achieved 

Responsibility assignments for the specific items cited were reviewed 
with the engineering units at the time of the NRC exit meeting in 
January 1982. Improved communication on who is responsible for the 
various aspects of features has been emphasized at engineering 
supervisors' meetings, most recently on October 1, 1982; and we are not 
aware of any other feature for which confusion over responsibility 
exists.



Actions Taken to Prevent 8ecurrence

Action Item 2-1 of the Construction 1982 Action Plan for Quality 
Improvement which was to correct Root Cause II of this violation.  
stated, 'Collect docuents specifying responsibilities of construction 
organizations and their interfaces, conduct responsibility audits, and 
analyze both docuents and develop a statement of organizational 
responsibilities to be issued to construction managers.' A 
responsibility description manual covering all the Construction 
Engineer's organization has been issued for comment, and comments 
have been returned to the Division Manager's office. This manual 
contains unit organization charts which are periodically updated plus 
general work assigments and definitions of specified duties of 
supervisors, engineers, group leaders, and inspectors. With the final 
issue and distribution of this manual, there should remain no further 
general confusion over responsibilities in the Construction Engineir's 
Organization.  

Date Then Full Cowuliance Will D.-Achieved 

IVA will be in full compliance by February 1. 1983. when the 
responsibility description manual is issued.


